Introduction
PAFI is a set of programs that can be used to find frequent patterns in large and diverse databases. The current release of PAFI includes three different pattern discovery programs called LPMiner, SLPMiner, and FSG. LPMiner finds patterns corresponding to itemsets in a transaction database and is based on the algorithm described in [5] . SLPMiner finds patterns corresponding to sub-sequences in a sequential database and is based on the algorithm described in [6] . Finally, FSG finds patterns corresponding to connected undirected subgraphs in an undirected graph database and is based on the algorithms described in [3, 4] . These programs can be used to mine a wide-range of datasets arising in commercial, information retrieval, and scientific applications [1] .
All three programs can be used to find patterns that satisfy a constant minimum support. Moreover, a key feature of LPMiner and SLPMiner is that they can find long frequent patterns without finding a large number of short patterns that are often useless. This is achieved by using length-decreasing support constraints, where the minimum occurrence frequency of a pattern is given as a non-increasing function of pattern length.
PAFI's pattern discovery programs usually provide three additional functionalities. First, all three programs can generate maximal frequent patterns. A maximal frequent pattern is a frequent pattern that is not contained by any other frequent patterns. Generally, the number of maximal frequent patterns is much smaller than the number of all the frequent patterns, leading to higher readability of frequent pattern files. Second, SLPMiner and FSG can generate transaction-ID lists (TID-lists) indicating which sequences or graph transactions support a particular frequent pattern. Third, all three programs can generate parent-children-lists (PC-lists) that can be used to construct the frequent pattern lattice.
Outline of PAFI's Manual
PAFI's manual is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3, and 4 describe the command-line options of the different frequent pattern discovery programs and the format of the input and output files that they require and generate. Section 5 describe the general filename rules associated with the various files generated by PAFI's programs. Finally, Section 6 describes the system requirements for the PAFI package and provides contact information.
The LPMiner Program

USAGE LPMiner [optional parameters] TranFile
DESCRIPTION
Used to find all frequent itemsets satisfying a constant or length-decreasing support constraint from a transaction file.
REQUIRED PARAMETERS
TranFile The name of the file that stores the input transactions from which frequent itemset patterns are to be found. The format of the transaction file is described in Section 2.1.1.
OPTIONAL PARAMETERS -s FLOAT, --support=FLOAT
This parameter sets the constant minimum support in percentage. This value must be in the range of [0.0, 100.0]. The default value is 5.0%. Note that if the minimum support is set to 0.0, all the frequent patterns with at least one supporting transaction are output. If -S string option is specified, -s float option is ignored.
-S FILE, --supptable=FILE
This parameter specifies the file that stores the length-decreasing support constraint. The format of this file is described in Section 2.1.2. This parameter hides -s float option.
-m INT, --minsize=INT
This parameter sets the minimum length of frequent patterns to be output. The default value is one. If this parameter is set to a value greater than one, the amount of time required to find the frequent patterns will be decreased.
-M INT, --maxsize=INT
This parameter sets the maximum length of frequent patterns to be output. The default value is 4,294,967,295 (0xffffffff). If this parameter is set to a smaller value, then the amount of time taken for finding frequent patterns may be decreased.
-x, --maximal
Generates maximal frequent patterns only. The current version of LPMiner does not contain any optimizations to actually reduce the amount of time required to find maximal patterns, and this parameter is used solely to limit the amount of information that is being output.
-p, --parent-children-list
Generates a file that shows the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. These relationships are referred to as PC-list. For each frequent pattern, p, its PC-list contains all frequent patterns c, such that c is a maximal frequent sub-pattern of p. Note that when LPMiner is used with a constant support constraint, the PC-lists correspond to the frequent pattern lattice. The PC-lists are stored in a file, which has the same name as the input file with file extension ".pc" added. The format of the PC-list file is described in Section 2.2.2.
-h, --help
Displays a short summary of the various options to the standard output.
OUTPUT
The discovered frequent patterns are stored in a file that has the same name as the input file with file extension ".fp" added. The format of this frequent pattern file is described in Section 2.2.1.
The LPMiner program also generates and prints various statistics regarding the input file, the discovered frequent patterns, and the amount of time taken during the various stages of the computation. The same information is also appended to a file called lpminer.log.
NOTE
The LPMiner program uses an in-memory implementation. For this reason, the size of the datasets that can be processed are limited by the amount of physical memory in your system. If that is not enough, you can use the SLPMiner program to find frequent itemset patterns, as it is disk-based. However, the runtime of SLPMiner is an order of magnitude higher than LPMiner.
Input File Formats
LPMiner takes as input two different files. The first is the TranFile that contains the transactions from which the frequent patterns will be discovered, and the second file is the length-decreasing support constraint file (SuppFile) that indicates the different minimum support values associated with each pattern length. Note that the SuppFile is optional and is used only when the -S is specified. The format of these files is described in the rest of this section.
Transaction File
A transaction file is an ASCII file in which each line represents a transaction. A transaction is a set of items separated by one or more spaces or tabs. Each item can be any string except -1. There are no restrictions on how the items are ordered within each transaction. Figure 1 shows some examples of different transaction files. If a line contains nothing except spaces or tabs, the line is ignored and it is not counted when determining the total number of transactions. Also, if a line contains duplicate items, then the duplicate occurrences of an item are ignored. Ordering of the items within each transaction does not affect the arrangement of items in frequent pattern files generated by LPMiner.
Length-Decreasing Support Constraint File
A length decreasing support constraint is a non-increasing function of pattern length, f (m) (m = 1, 2,...). The length of a pattern is the number of items in the pattern. A pattern with length m is frequent if and only if its support is at least f (m)%. The support of a pattern (in percentage) is defined as 100m/n, where m is the number of transactions supporting the pattern and n is the number of all the transaction in the input transaction file.
A length-decreasing support constraint is specified by an ASCII file. Each line of the file contains a pair of numbers m and f (m) separated by one space. The number m is an integer greater or equal to one and f (m) is a floating point number (0.0 ≤ f (m) ≤ 100.0) indicating the minimum support for patterns of length m. Note that it must always hold that f (m 1 ) ≥ f (m 2 ) for any two integers m 1 and m 2 such that m 1 < m 2 . All lines must be sorted in the ascending order of m. The first line of the file must always specify the minimum support for m = 1. Also, for patterns whose length is greater than the largest m value specified in the file (m max ), LPMiner finds these longer patterns using a minimum support corresponding to f (m max ). constraint file, LPMiner uses 4.0% as the minimum support for patterns of length greater than 9. If for a range of pattern-lengths, the associated minimum support values are the same, then all but the first occurrence of the identical supports can be omitted. For example, the length-decreasing support constraint file in Figure 2 (a) can be shortened to that shown in Figure 2 (b). In addition, you can specify more than 100.0 as f (m) value. In that case, no frequent patterns with length m will be generated. Another special case is when you specify 0.0 as f (m) value. In that case, LPMiner outputs every pattern that is supported by at least one transaction.
Output File Formats
Upon successful execution, LPMiner outputs the discovered patterns into a file called the frequent pattern file. If the -x option has been specified, then this file contains only the maximal patterns, otherwise it contains all patterns that satisfy the minimum support constraint(s). In addition, if the user has specified the -p option, LPMiner will generate an additional file called the PC-list file, that contains the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. The format of these files is described in the rest of this section.
Frequent Pattern File
The frequent-pattern file (*.fp) stores either the frequent or the maximal frequent patterns discovered by LPMiner. The patterns in this file are sorted in increasing order of their pattern length. Each line has the following format:
PATTERN ID FREQ SUPP PATTERN PATTERN ID is a unique identifier of the pattern and is given as a LEVEL-NODE pair, where LEVEL is equal to the length of the pattern minus one, and NODE is a unique number associated with that pattern of that particular LEVEL. The NODE-numbers range from zero to the number of patterns of that LEVEL minus one. The pattern's PATTERN ID is used to relate the frequent pattern with records in other output files produced by LPMiner. FREQ is the number of supporting sequences and SUPP is the same value in percentage. PATTERN is the frequent pattern in the same format as the input transaction file. All the items in each itemset of PATTERN is sorted so that integers come first arranged by the numerical ordering, and then non-integer strings follow arranged by the lexicographic ordering. 
PC-List File
A parent-children list (PC-list) represents parent-children relationships among the patterns and can be used to construct the lattice of frequent patterns. The precise meaning of what constitutes the children patterns of a particular parent pattern depends on whether or not the patterns where discovered using a constant or a length-decreasing support constraint. If constant support was used, then for each parent pattern of size k, its children patterns correspond to all of its sub-patterns of size k − 1. However, if a length decreasing support constraint was used, then for each parent pattern of size k, its children patterns correspond to all of its maximal frequent sub-patterns of length less than k.
Note that this distinction is due to the fact than not all patterns in the traditional itemset lattice will satisfy the given length-decreasing support constraint.
The format of the PC-list file (*.pc) is as follows. It contains as many lines as the number of frequent patterns, and for each parent pattern it lists its children patterns in the following format:
Both <PARENT PATTERN ID> and <CHILD PATTERN ID X> are in the LEVEL-NODE form described in Section 2.2.1, and represent the patterns that were discovered by the algorithm. Figure 3 (a) shows an example of PC-list file. In this example, the patterns were generated using a constant minimum support and for this reason the PC-list can be used to create the frequent itemset lattice shown in Figure 3 (b). Figure 4 shows an example of using LPMiner. In this example, LPMiner is given an input transaction file TranFile shown in Figure 5 (a). This transaction file has a total of 10 transactions. The "-s" option is used to set the constant minimum support to 50%. Thus, the output frequent pattern file TranFile.fp shown in Figure 5 (b) contains frequent patterns that are supported by at least 10 × 50/100 = 5 transactions. For example, frequent pattern {124 } has 6 supporting transactions-a support value of 60.0%. The first field in each one of the lines in the frequent pattern file, e.g., 2-0, indicates the PATTERN ID of the pattern shown on that line.
Examples
In Figure 4 , the "-p" option was used to generate a PC-list file. If LPMiner is given maximal pattern option "-x", all the non-maximal frequent patterns are eliminated from frequent patterns in Figure 5 .0 -p TranFile ******************************************************************************** lpminer (PAFI 1.0) Copyright 2003, Regents of the University of Minnesota 12 Skip 0.005 sec ******************************************************************************** 
DESCRIPTION
Used to find all frequent sequential patterns satisfying a constant or length-decreasing support constraint from a sequential transaction file.
REQUIRED PARAMETERS
SequentialTranFile
The name of the file that stores the input sequential transactions from which frequent sequential patterns are to be found. The format of the sequential transaction file is described in Section 3.1.1.
OPTIONAL PARAMETERS -s FLOAT, --support=FLOAT
-S FILE, --supptable=FILE
This parameter specifies the file that stores the length-decreasing support constraint. The format of this file is described in Section 3.1.2. This parameter hides -s float option.
-m INT, --minsize=INT
-M INT, --maxsize=INT
-x, --maximal
Generates maximal frequent patterns only. The current version of SLPMiner does not contain any optimizations to actually reduce the amount of time required to find maximal patterns, and this parameter is used solely to limit the amount of information that is being output.
-t, --tid-list
Generates a file that stores for each pattern, the IDs of the input sequential transactions that supports it. These lists are referred to as TID-lists. The TID-lists are stored in a file, which has the same name as the input file with file extension ".tid" added. The format of the TID-list file is described in Section 3.2.3.
-p, --parent-children-list
Generates a file that shows the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. These relationships are referred to as PC-list. For each frequent pattern, p, its PC-list contains all frequent patterns c, such that c is a maximal frequent sub-pattern of p. Note that when SLPMiner is used with a constant support constraint, the PC-lists correspond to the frequent pattern lattice. The PC-lists are stored in a file, which has the same name as the input file with file extension ".pc" added. The format of the PC-list file is described in Section 3.2.2.
-b INT, --bufsize=INT
This parameter sets the size of the internal I/O buffer in megabytes. The default value is 50. The performance of SLPMiner can be improved by increasing the size of the buffer. The buffer size must be at least as large as the longest sequence in the internal binary format. This value can be calculated in terms of the maximum number of itemsets in a sequence, m, and the maximum number of items in a sequence, n, using the following formula:
This value is also obtained from the log file of SLPMiner.
-d PATH, --dir=PATH
This parameter sets the directory to be used for storing intermediate *.lf.N files (described in Section 5). The default value is the directory where the program is invoked. These files are generated during the execution of SLPMiner and are deleted upon successful execution. The performance of SLPMiner can be improved by providing a path on a disk that is attached locally on the machine that SLPMiner runs (i.e., you should not be using a network mounted disk).
-h, --help
OUTPUT
The discovered frequent patterns are stored in a file that has the same name as the input file with file extension ".fp" added. The format of this frequent pattern file is described in Section 3.2.1.
The SLPMiner program also generates a log-file called slpminer.log, which stores various statistics regarding the input file, the discovered frequent patterns, and the amount of time taken during the various stages of the computation. The same information is also printed on the standard output.
NOTE
The SLPMiner program uses a disk-based implementation and can scale to very large datasets. The primary constraint on the size of the datasets that it can process is the amount of free disk-space that is available for storing intermediate data files.
Input File Formats
SLPMiner takes as input two different files. The first is the SequentialTranFile that contains the sequential transactions from which the frequent patterns will be discovered, and the second file is the length-decreasing support constraint file (SuppFile) that indicates the different minimum support values associated with each pattern length. Note that the SuppFile is optional and is used only when the -S is specified. The format of these files is described in the rest of this section.
Sequential Transaction File
A sequential transaction file is an ASCII file in which each line represents a sequential transaction. A sequential transaction is represented as an ordered list of itemsets separated by -1. Each item can be any string except -1, which is the itemset separator. There are no restrictions on how the items are ordered within each itemset. Figure 6 shows some examples of different sequential transaction files. If a line contains nothing except spaces or tabs, the line is ignored and it is not counted when determining the total number of transactions. Also, if an itemset contains duplicate items, then the duplicate occurrences of an item within that itemset are ignored. Ordering of the items within each itemset does not affect the arrangement of items in frequent pattern files generated by SLPMiner.
Length-Decreasing Support Constraint File
The format of the length-decreasing support constraint file is identical to that used by LPMiner and was described in Section 2.1.2. The only difference is that since a sequential pattern consists of a sequence of itemsets, its length is equal to the total number of items in all of its itemsets. 
Output File Formats
Upon successful execution, SLPMiner outputs the discovered patterns into a file called the frequent pattern file.I f the -x option has been specified, then this file contains only the maximal patterns, otherwise it contains all patterns that satisfy the minimum support constraint(s). In addition, if the user has specified the -p option, SLPMiner will generate the PC-list file that contains the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. Similarly, if the user has specified the -t option, SLPMiner will generate the TID-list file that shows the sequential transactions that are supported by each pattern. The format of these files is described in the rest of this section.
Frequent Pattern File
The format of the frequent pattern file is identical to that used by LPMiner and was described in Section 2.2.1.
PC-List File
The format of the PC-list file is identical to that used by LPMiner and was described in Section 2.2.2.
TID List File
For each frequent pattern, the TID-list file (*.tid) shows the set of sequential transactions that support it (i.e., the set of sequential transactions that contain the pattern). Note that "TID" stands for transaction identifier. Each line of a TID-list file shows the list of supporting transactions for a discovered frequent pattern. The format of each line is the following:
<PATTERN ID> is the ID of a frequent pattern and the remaining <TID x> entries are the list of the supporting transactions separated by white spaces. The format of <PATTERN ID> is in the LEVEL-NODE form described in Section 2.2.1. The supporting transaction IDs <TID x> are non-negative integers and correspond to the order that these transactions appeared in the input file. The first transaction's ID in the input file is 0, the second transaction's ID is 1 and so on. TIDs in each TID-list are sorted in ascending order of TID value. Figure 8(d) shows an example of a TID-list file. Figure 7 shows an example of using SLPMiner. In this example, SLPMiner is given an input sequential transaction file SeqTranFile shown in Figure 8(a) . This file has a total of 10 sequential transactions. In each sequence, itemsets are separated by "-1". The "-S" option is used to specify the length-decreasing support constraint specified in file func shown in Figure 8(b) . Each line in func specifies the minimum support for patterns with a length. For example, the first line in func sets the minimum support of frequent patterns with length 1 to 80%. As for the patterns with length more than 4, the minimum support of length 4 is applied. The output frequent pattern file SeqTranFile.fp shown in Figure 8 (c) contains frequent patterns that are supported by at least 10 × 50/100 = 5 sequential transactions.
Examples
prompt% slpminer -S func -t SeqTranFile ******************************************************************************** slpminer (PAFI 1.0) Copyright 2003, Regents of the University of Minnesota Skip 0.107 sec ********************************************************************************
Sequential Transaction File Information ----------------------------------------
Options ------------------------------------------------------------------------Solution ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Frequent
Timing Information -------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 7: Output of SLPMiner
The TID-list option "-t" is used to generate the TID-list file SeqTranFile.tid that is shown in Figure 8(d) . Each line corresponds to a frequent pattern and starts from the PATTERN ID of the frequent pattern, followed by its TID list. For example, pattern {1-178 } has a PATTERN ID 2-0 and is supported by the first, second, seventh, and eighth transactions in SeqTranFile. Thus, the TID-list of pattern 2-0 is {0168 } (TID numbers start from 0). 1 2 −1 7 9 11 −1 7 8 9 −1 1 9 13 17 1 3 −1 1 2 6 7 8 9 −1 12 13 17 9 −1 10 13 15 18 −1 5 9 −1 11 15 18 1 2 4 5 −1 7 19 −1 1 2 4 −1 6 7 9 11 0 1 4 −1 9 11 13 −1 15 0 1 2 6 7 14 19 −1 2 −1 8 9 12 −1 16 19 1 2 3 −1 7 8 −1 6 9 10 12 −1 16 19 2 4 6 7 8 −1 11 12 14 16 17 −1 0 1 6 9 11 13 1 2 4 −1 0 7 8 −1 11 14 2 −1 8 −1 14 18 0 1 2 4 6 9 10 13 (a) Sequential Transaction File "SeqTranFile" 
DESCRIPTION
Finds all frequent connected undirected subgraphs satisfying a given minimum support threshold constraint.
REQUIRED PARAMETER
GraphTranFile
The name of the file that stores the input graph transactions from which frequent connected subgraphs are to be found. The format of the graph transaction file is described in Section 4.1.1.
OPTIONAL PARAMETERS -s FLOAT, --support=FLOAT
This parameter sets the minimum support in percentile. This value must be in the range of (0.0, 100.0]. The default value is 5.0%. Note that if the minimum support is set to 0.0, all the frequent subgraphs with at least one supporting transaction are generated.
-m INT, --minsize=INT
This parameter sets the minimum size of frequent connected subgraphs to be generated. The size of a frequent subgraph is the total number of edges in it. For example, the sizes of a triangle and a square are three and four respectively. The default value is one.
-M INT, --maxsize=INT
This parameter sets the maximum size of frequent connected subgraphs to be generated. The default value is equal to INT MAX defined in <limit.h> and 2,147,483,647 on typical 32-bit systems. If this parameter is set to a small value, the program will stop after finding all the frequent subgraphs of the specified size.
-x, --maximal
Generates only maximal frequent subgraphs. Because the current version of FSG does not contain any optimizations for getting the maximal patterns only, note that this option does not reduce the running time.
-t, --tid-list
Generates a file with the suffix ".tid" which contains the lists of supporting transaction IDs for each frequent subgraph discovered. These lists are referred to as TID-lists. The format of the TID-list file is described in Section 4.2.3.
-p, --parent-children-list
Generates a file that shows the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. These relationships are referred to as PC-list. For each frequent pattern, p, its PC-list contains all frequent patterns c, such that c is a maximal frequent sub-pattern of p. The PC-lists are stored in a file, which has the same name as the input file with file extension ".pc" added. The format of the PC-list file is described in Section 4.2.2.
-h, --help
Displays a short summary of the options to the standard output.
OUTPUT
The discovered frequent connected subgraphs are stored in a file with the same basename as the input file and with the suffix ".fp". The format of this frequent pattern file is described in Section 4.2.1.
NOTE
FSG is implemented as in-memory program. The size of the datasets that can be processed are limited by the amount of physical memory in your system.
Input File Format
FSG takes as input the GraphTranFile that contains the graph transactions from which the frequent patterns will be discovered. Basically this format is a simplified version of SUBDUE [2] graph file format. The detail of the format is described in the rest of this section.
Graph Transaction File
A graph transaction file is an ASCII file that contain a set of graph transactions. Each graph transaction begins with the transaction line which starts with the letter "t". Next, a set of vertex lines follows. Then, a set of edge lines comes. There are only four types of lines including comments which are shown in Table 1 . Vertex IDs are non-negative integers assigned in the increasing order sequentially from zero. If a graph has N vertices, there should be N vertex lines whose "<ID>" is from 0 to N − 1. If a graph has M edges, there should be M lines in total each of which contains a pair of vertex IDs as its endpoints. Figure 9 shows a graph of four vertices and five edges. Edges are unlabeled (i.e., all edges have the same label "E") and vertex labels are either "black"or"white". Figure 10 shows the corresponding graph transaction. Note that vertex and edge lines must be sorted in the ascending order based on the vertex IDs and each edge appears only once because "<ID1>" must be smaller than "<ID2>" in the edge line. 
Output File Formats
Upon successful execution, FSG outputs the discovered patterns into a file called the frequent pattern file. If the -x option has been specified, then this file contains only the maximal patterns, otherwise it contains all patterns that satisfy the minimum support constraint. In addition, if the user has specified the -p option, FSG will generate the PC-list file that contains the parent-children relationships among frequent patterns. Similarly, if the user has specified the -t option, FSG will generate the TID-list file that shows the graph transactions that are supported by each pattern. The format of these files is described in the rest of this section.
Frequent Pattern File
The format of the frequent-pattern file (*.fp) that FSG uses to output the patterns that it discovered is similar to that used for specifying the input graph transactions (described in Section 4.1.1). This is because FSG's output is a set of frequent subgraphs which can also be regarded as a set of graphs.
The only format difference is that the frequent-pattern file contains additional information about the different patterns such as their pattern ID and their frequencies. This information appear as comments in each "Transaction" line (i.e., the line starts with "t"). The exact format of the "Transaction" line of the frequent-pattern file and its meaning is shown in Table 2 .
Line type Format Explanation Transaction t # <PATTERN ID>, <COUNT> The beginning of a transaction, i.e., a frequent subgraph. <PATTERN ID> is the identifier assigned to the subgraph. This identifier is in a similar LEVEL-NODE format as that used by LPMiner and SLPMiner. However, in the case of FSG, LEVEL corresponds to the number of edges in the frequent subgraph. The same ID is used by the PC-List and TID-List files. <COUNT> shows the total number of transactions which contain at least one instance of the frequent subgraph. Naturally this count should be greater or equal to the support threshold specified by a user. Table 2 : Format of the "Transaction" line of the frequent-pattern file.
PC-List File
The format of the PC-list file is identical to that used by LPMiner and was described in Section 2.2.2. 
TID-List File
The format of the TID-list file is identical to that used by SLPMiner and was described in Section 3.2.3. Figure 13 shows the execution of FSG at the command line and its output to the standard output. The input file is named "test.g" which is shown in Figure 14 . The discovered frequent patterns are stored in the file named "test.fp"
Examples
user@machine:˜1 $ ./fsg -s 100.0 -pt test.g ******************************************************* fsg 1.34 (PAFI 1.0) Copyright 2003, Regents of the University of Minnesota Yes 
0.0[sec] *******************************************************
Figure 13: Execution of FSG
and is shown in Figure 17 . Note that besides the actual discovered subgraphs, the frequent pattern file also contains a log of the run as comment fields. The options "-p" and "-t" are used each of which specifies to generate the files "test.pc" and "test.tid" respectively. The contents of the two files are shown in Figures 15 and 16 
Filename Rules
PAFI's stand-alone programs use a specific file extension for each file type as shown in Table 3 . In the table, we assume the input transaction, sequential transaction, or graph transaction file is TEST, but you can choose any file name. By default, LPMiner, SLPMiner, and FSG generate those files in Table 3 on the directory where the input transaction file resides. Only one exception is *.lf.N files that can be put in a directory of your choice. This is because these files are accessed so extensively that the I/O performance on these files affects the amount of time taken by SLPMiner dramatically.
Note that if a file with the same name exists, LPMiner, SLPMiner, and FSG will overwrite it without asking you. Therefore, it is safe to avoid putting files that have the same prefix as the input transaction file. Upon a successful termination, all temporary files are deleted. Table 3 : Extensions of files derived from transaction file "TEST".
System Requirements and Contact Information
PAFI is written in ANSI C and C++ and has been extensively tested under Linux and Solaris. At this point PAFI's distribution is only in a binary format, as it is actively under development. However, we expect to make the source code available in future releases. Even though, PAFI contains no known bugs, it does not mean that all of its bugs have been found and fixed. If you find any problems, please send email to karypis@cs.umn.edu, with a brief description of the problem you have found. Also, any future updates to PAFI will be made available on WWW at http://www.cs.umn.edu/˜pafi.
Copyright Notice and Usage Terms
The PAFI package is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of Minnesota. It can be freely used for educational and research purposes by non-profit institutions and US government agencies only. Other organizations are allowed to use PAFI only for evaluation purposes, and any further uses will require prior approval. The software may not be sold or redistributed without prior approval. One may make copies of the software for their use provided that the copies, are not sold or distributed, are used under the same terms and conditions.
As unestablished research software, this code is provided on an "as is" basis without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. The downloading, or executing any part of this software constitutes an implicit agreement to these terms. These terms and conditions are subject to change at any time without prior notice. 
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